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"We want to help the UK remain a safe place to do business, and a key part of that is
helping your organisations to become more resilient to cyber attacks."

I'm very pleased to welcome you to the June edition of Regulation round-up. I would like to
take the opportunity to highlight our new guide to the foundations of good cyber security,
published today. We have designed the guide to help firms, particularly smaller businesses,
become more resilient to cyber attacks and to respond appropriately to cyber incidents. 

Digital innovation and the advance of technology bring significant benefits to UK businesses,
but these developments also bring cyber risk, which poses a threat to all financial services
firms and their customers. 

We want to help the UK remain a safe place to do business, and a key part of that is helping
your organisations to become more resilient to cyber attacks. We have seen a significant
increase in the number of material cyber incidents reported to us over the last three years,
up from 5 incidents in 2014 to 90 incidents in 2016, and this trend shows no sign of slowing
down. 

Attacks can affect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the data you hold and the
services your firm provides. We expect firms of all sizes to take appropriate steps to protect
this data and keep your services available. 

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b6bbce5c26056f3b9b563b3bff98c0e46efa7ec5b20ba83e6295e15bb3a5ce0b45ae7996d831c9cae5


By outlining the foundations of good practice, we hope this guide will help you review your
firm's approach to cyber security. It should help you develop your cyber security strategy by
identifying potential areas of strength or weakness. It also provides some useful questions
to ask yourselves about the way you manage and protect your people, processes and
technology. 

The guide explains when you may need to report a cyber incident, how to report it and who
to report it to. You can also find out how to link with the UK networks for sharing threat
information. 

You can find out more by visiting the FCA's cyber resilience webpage.

GI appointed representative follow-up work

In July 2016 we published the findings of our thematic review of principals and their
appointed representatives (ARs) in the general insurance sector. We focused on their
understanding of their responsibilities for and oversight of their ARs. 

We found significant shortcomings and examples of mis-selling and customer detriment. 

We have conducted a piece of follow-up multi-firm supervisory work focusing on London
Market insurance intermediaries that had diversified and developed networks of ARs, as we
identified this as a specific risk. 

This work found that the issues in our thematic review existed in a wider sample of firms in
this sector. They include: 

Widespread failings in principals' oversight of their ARs. These included not giving
adequate consideration to the impact of appointing ARs on their businesses, and not
undertaking adequate due diligence prior to appointing ARs.
Significant shortcomings with ARs involved in the sale of warranty insurance products.
We found numerous examples of potential mis-selling because customers had been
given inadequate information.

We visited 20 principal firms across both pieces of work and have undertaken interventions
in more than a third of these. We have agreed that voluntary requirements are placed on
the regulatory permissions of seven of these firms and commissioned two s166 skilled
persons reports. Our work with some of these firms, including on remediation and redress,
is ongoing. 

All firms who have ARs should consider the content of our thematic report. For example, by
undertaking a gap analysis of their current activities against the findings and their
regulatory obligations, and addressing any identified shortcomings. 

Firms should ensure that their customers, including those receiving products and service
from their ARs, are at the centre of their business models and are consistently treated fairly.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b6333210a2afaf47e01031112e0b33fd3ad2e7c456846413d4ba7ee1fe474b90bf2e440ff1a74e3393
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b60239f792b324d1401c8a4945dba1d5e268491e7418709edf7996abbc480a276666da32c0c8e30b2c
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b6ab20f7ec261bfdd74b9ab683de5b3707b48fc80f09b64a34b081fd6fd47d471b0746ed2cda58b34d


Live & Local regional programme returns

Following the success of our first Live & Local regional programme in 2016/17 we have
launched the first part of our 2017/18 programme. Having listened to delegate feedback we
are changing the structure of this year's programme. From July 2017, we are travelling
across the UK with a series of events for regulated firms. We will visit each region more than
once during the programme to give firms more opportunity to attend a variety of events. 

While a regular schedule of events is aimed at retail investment and general insurance firms,
we will also hold ad-hoc events for various sectors that our Chairman and members of our
Executive Committee will attend. Additionally, we will hold events focusing on priorities set
out in our Business Plan. 

We are announcing a new set of event dates and locations every few months on the Live &
Local page of our website. The first set of events will run from July to September. We
are offering the following events for retail investment firms: 

interactive workshops focusing on our recent Assessing Suitability Review
Q&A roundtables with a panel of FCA and industry representatives
one-to-one surgeries with supervisors

Events for general insurance firms will begin in the autumn. Event details will be announced
shortly on the Live & Local page. 

We will announce events taking place from October to December in the coming months. 

All July, August and September events are now open for registration. Find further
information on the Live & Local page on our website. 

To be notified of upcoming events in your region, sign up to our Live & Local email updates.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b6c8564a9d1f0bb954938f14ebba4c210cc2c2a7e4c471ab06398ab8f178a6b0d720abca42ae4a2516
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b66e6ac286708154d273fe12d91ea8f855cbfaa58e093abf736a24fd7ed14d85e988fc7350b9a12fe0
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b65fccacbbedfc07408e9f8581bdda4fc3bb6dec232a06e601ceec586f15d53be5065098e6036edc9b
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b65fccacbbedfc07408e9f8581bdda4fc3bb6dec232a06e601ceec586f15d53be5065098e6036edc9b
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b6eb3760892d7c1e80a3aba020767740519f3f220afbad952c89b28f4ed77940c0a388d939d570610c
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b648b990a1ee5cad9f0e0cf84d56f86ffbafb37fadae66964bd5273d496a4389f222ecf678161c8222


Advising on pension transfers CP 
Defined Benefit pensions, and other safeguarded benefits involving guaranteed pension
income, provide valuable benefits so most consumers will be best advised to keep them.
However, we recognise that the economic and legislative environment has changed
significantly, so we want to ensure that financial advice considers the customer's
circumstances in full and properly considers the various options now available to them. We
want to provide advisers with a framework which better enables them to give the right
advice so that consumers make better informed decisions. The proposals set out in this
consultation aim to reflect the current environment and the increased demand for pension
transfer advice. 

MiFID II 
Firms affected by MiFID II should apply by 3 July for authorisation or for variation of
permission, otherwise they risk being unable to operate in the UK market after 3 January
2018, when MiFID II takes effect. Our application and notification user guide helps firms to
understand the steps they need to take. 

Live & Local regional programme returns 
From July 2017, we are travelling across the UK each month with a series of events for
regulated retail investment firms. We will visit each region more than once during the
programme to give firms more opportunity to attend a variety of events. The first set of
events will run from July to September for retail investment firms: 

Interactive workshops focusing on our recent Assessing Suitability Review
Q&A roundtables with a panel of FCA and industry representatives
One-to-one surgeries with supervisors

Registration is open for these events. More details are available on the Live & Local page
on our website.

Cancer & Travel Insurance 
On Tuesday we published a Call for Input seeking views and evidence of the challenges 
firms face in providing travel insurance for consumers who have, or have had, cancer, and 
the challenges for these consumers in accessing insurance. This is our next step to address 
access to insurance issues highlighted in our Occasional Paper on 'Access to Financial 
Services in the UK', published last year. This focused on problems consumers can face 
when trying to find insurance that meets their needs. 

We want to understand how consumer outcomes can be improved in this area, including 
through innovation. The feedback will provide us with a view of the challenges for firms 
and consumers in this area, and identify if further action is needed. You can view the Call 
for Input and respond here.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=77f6a12324e048b668d449c2de6b336c34f1cf36e9ae64ca6ca4fa0335fee7fda22c2ba4060302ac35901dff5e662272
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7cd53bcfb7d102aa3ff6b53470ba0a6f85ad05bc1bf76e47c5cc513ec1f40eb3cefc63c303a713ed3
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7d188e2a0dd644c29dc6ff4533349fe0488701b3d5f3c1f39fc723c49e3ded0d34e103411989fbea4
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7b9cdfd7ae1586962374aedf90db77c80439aab1b93e4ab8289b3976d42114419c14a2d5275769863
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7e1c6627dadf23e1d0d9d4404730b444ccbea56a99f2c9579ccf0172d18739b0462a4dc8122e45ac5
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7bd37a01a981b0420688836c81e7b75371edda3eb72b5a8d6d89d9e3da1efd3dd8551baeea685d633
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/calls-input/access-travel-insurance-cancer


Web update: Mortgage Lending and Administration Return (MLAR) data 
The FCA, alongside the Bank of England, have published the latest Mortgage Lenders and
Administrators Statistics covering the period up to the end of Q1 2017. To maintain a
complete picture of the regulated mortgage sector, the Bank and FCA produce the
Statistics on Mortgage Lending as a joint publication.

CP: Powers in relation to LIBOR contributions 
We have published a CP on powers in relation to LIBOR contributions. This consultation
explains and asks for views on a proposed way in which we would, should it be necessary,
require banks to contribute to LIBOR. 

This consultation is being undertaken in light of a degree of change in our powers and
responsibilities because of the EU Benchmarks Regulation (BMR). We expect that at some
stage the European Commission will designate LIBOR as a 'critical' benchmark under the
BMR. At that point, some of our powers to require banks to contribute input data to LIBOR
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 will be replaced by powers under the
BMR. 

Web update: Mortgage Lending and Administration Return (MLAR) data 
The FCA, alongside the Bank of England, have published the latest Mortgage Lenders and
Administrators Statistics covering the period up to the end of Q1 2017. To maintain a
complete picture of the regulated mortgage sector, the Bank and FCA produce the
Statistics on Mortgage Lending as a joint publication. 

MiFID II 
Firms affected by MiFID II should apply by 3 July for authorisation or for variation of
permission, otherwise they risk being unable to operate in the UK market after 3 January
2018, when MiFID II takes effect. Our application and notification user guide helps firms to
understand the steps they need to take.

PS: Implementing information prompts in the annuity market 
We have published our final rules which require firms to inform consumers, by providing an
information prompt, how much they could gain from shopping around and switching
provider, before they buy an annuity. 

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db785fc65858f4b1a2d66271223e840af685154d3d3d5c16a0484b602ac0f095688ed2bd6c80cf90ffc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7f4311f2ac11eceb969b6d78edf003fb9190c71a285122d8ca992ef5dad796a0e62e7c4d20ef8f6bf
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7ae977594822b50c7b7dd689e5ced958751faf9a2677b6607a61a7bbe8dc518dbb81d347bf39d66a1
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7f97f2d47541848da8798585061723f4f91f18cd9513d0aa690f517e023bee6bfa9a2cc7afd8d5a19
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db76018c8e6db4568b933d5b225586d00aa5e6273432ec0e39323ea057e6bd9f19757322365fa0fda0f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7ea1a5061ff094906917da43c29e92c0965830e5c16f791042f7def6655c81b1c18f066502fe267af
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db75a348aa8ac5e0c07ee4e3e6234a6957aaef5bccf0b216c78620a29923f6570c4223404538cb55ae8
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7a1a7b115e192e54bc4883579322427fe76d29e47eeaf04c719a6781c32210d0e2805b626491dde2b


Pension lifestyle investment strategies 
We have published the findings from our review of life insurance companies' pension
lifestyle investment strategies. We found that most firms have made good progress to
review the appropriateness of lifestyle strategies for new business and post-2012 auto-
enrolment contracts. However, we are concerned that existing and legacy business is on a
slower track. We are also concerned that some firms claim they have little or no
responsibility to review bespoke lifestyle strategies that were set up by third parties, and
have no plans to proactively communicate with these third parties. We are following up
with firms where we identified concerns and will be inviting firms in the sector to a
roundtable event to discuss our findings. 

Advising on pension transfers CP 
Defined Benefit pensions, and other safeguarded benefits involving guaranteed pension
income, provide valuable benefits so most consumers will be best advised to keep them.
However, we recognise that the economic and legislative environment has changed
significantly, so we want to ensure that financial advice considers the customer's
circumstances in full and properly considers the various options now available to them. We
want to provide advisers with a framework which better enables them to give the right
advice so that consumers make better informed decisions. The proposals set out in this
consultation aim to reflect the current environment and the increased demand for pension
transfer advice.

EU Benchmarks CP 
We have published Consultation Paper 17/17 to set out the Handbook changes we propose
to make to accompany the application of the EU Benchmarks Regulation (BMR) from 1
January 2018. Our consultation proposes to remove some of our domestic rules as they
are superseded by the BMR. We propose to have some domestic rules on benchmark
administrators in areas not covered by the BMR. 

The BMR provides two mechanisms a benchmark administrator can use to gain permission
to continue to issue benchmarks; authorisation and registration. Section 5.1 of our
consultation sets out a flow chart to help benchmark administrators decide whether they
should be authorised or registered. The draft forms will be available in two weeks' time for
firms to review and respond. 

MiFID II 
Firms affected by MiFID II should apply by 3 July for authorisation or for variation of
permission, otherwise they risk being unable to operate in the UK market after 3 January
2018, when MiFID II takes effect. Our application and notification user guide helps firms to
understand the steps they need to take.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7cf2700d3cd277ec278ef27877c4c96eb8b6123cea4c7662dce29b5c10065b486f08814f2b2b90000
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7334ba144e052110dacf55145c1d4190a0c61bf146dd40742fc87f4b28ecc41613fb7cb685fa3bc2d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7547d9c992551c7db6163412a9d52df360a4e63d3ada20e0be90985da2bfaf22129ea63bfd0c54d86
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7b7f09ceaf05db22ea7d13a3ea949980e19bede8a111cb5d2f86824795562a31a6c3cd6514859952d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db71c39e4d8eeeee6a111f20f1f590e961d7cb808c13e08467dccf71daa37c04a1e91ab12497b1d37cd


EU Benchmarks CP 
We have published Consultation Paper 17/17 to set out the Handbook changes we propose
to make to accompany the application of the EU Benchmarks Regulation (BMR) from 1
January 2018. Our consultation proposes to remove some of our domestic rules as they
are superseded by the BMR. We propose to have some domestic rules on benchmark
administrators in areas not covered by the BMR. 

The BMR provides two mechanisms a benchmark administrator can use to gain permission
to continue to issue benchmarks; authorisation and registration. Section 5.1 of our
consultation sets out a flow chart to help benchmark administrators decide whether they
should be authorised or registered. The draft forms will be available in two weeks' time for
firms to review and respond. 

MiFID II 
Firms affected by MiFID II should apply by 3 July for authorisation or for variation of
permission, otherwise they risk being unable to operate in the UK market after 3 January
2018, when MiFID II takes effect. Our application and notification user guide helps firms to
understand the steps they need to take.

2017/2018 fees and levies – Illegal money lending levy 
We will be collecting a levy on behalf of the Treasury to meet the costs of funding the
illegal money lending team. Chapter 14 of CP17/12 gives more details. Firms with
consumer credit permission will see this levy on their 2017/18 annual invoice. 

Second set of now you are authorised videos for consumer credit firms 
This month we published the second set of videos for newly authorised consumer credit
firms. These videos explain how firms can find out about their responsibilities now they are
authorised, how to make changes on the Connect system and how to apply our rules in
practice.

Our engagement with credit unions 
As part of our engagement with the credit union sector we attended and presented a
session on Governance at the National Credit Union Forum in January 2017. 

In March we attended ABCUL's conference where Alison Carpenter, Mortgages and Mutuals
Head of Department, presented a session on our supervision model, rules and principles
and legislative constraints. We also ran a separate workshop session on anti money
laundering and counter terrorist financing. 

Additionally we presented on anti money laundering and counter terrorist financing at the
annual conferences of UK Credit Unions, Ulster Federation of Credit Unions, the Scottish

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7f0500851c58d0f4bac547d65d578ca7256704be28c3b08305e3f06adba04302aea1564ca3b358b83
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7de8047c31c15395d42fdde88698804bd336e8c48641fa540abba164f9dfcc5dd648c3bfc415ad0be
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7ef3a594a0e0ae7e867fd8da7c317b16c4a41fc6b0abdc3c894f15fe2d8e11618cea0fa898bea681d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7db2c6f7f8974570908d7a5cbacd7ba2a83b47001708140c2dc9ef3cf440b5b10ff975f7dd4965a26
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=483094eaac565db7934835a5cd48a986de1057a3620e2e829285b60b6c21814934f4837afe963cdcd40df61c2705d932


League of Credit Unions and ACE Credit Unions Services this year.

Update on the regulatory sandbox 
We have announced the firms that were successful in their applications to test in the
second cohort of the regulatory sandbox. The sandbox allows businesses to test innovative
products, services, business models and delivery mechanisms in a live environment while
ensuring that consumers are appropriately protected. It is part of Innovate, an initiative
we kicked off in 2014 to promote competition in the interest of consumers. 

We are also now accepting applications from firms to be part of our third sandbox phase.
Firms have until 31 July 2017 to submit their applications. The eligibility criteria,
application form and instructions on how to apply are available on the regulatory sandbox
pages on our website. We are keen to get applications from firms of all sizes.

Annual Public Meeting 2017 
Our Annual Public Meeting will take place on Tuesday 18 July at The QEII Centre, London,
SW1P 3EE. Registration is now open. 

Market Watch 

Data Bulletin Issue 9 

Fourth Money Laundering Directive and Fund Transfer Regulations Implementation 

2017/2018 fees and levies – register for online invoicing 
We will be invoicing firms for their annual fees and levies from early July to mid-
September. The majority of firms are now registered for online invoicing. If you have not
yet registered for online invoicing please email our fees team FCAfees@fca.org.uk before
July.
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